COVID-19 FRAUD

AN EMERGING RISK FOR COMPANIES
Nicola Finnerty, Will Christopher, Will Hayes and Eugenie Freeman of Kingsley
Napley LLP consider liability for fraud relating to COVID-19 and how companies
should respond to this emerging risk.

The infamous year of 2020 saw the
introduction of a swathe of government
measures aimed at keeping businesses
afloat and jobs intact, as the COVID-19
pandemic wreaked havoc on the economy.
While these measures offer a vital lifeline
to many businesses, reports of fraudulent
and erroneous claims have begun to emerge
and look set only to increase with time. The
government has made it clear that cases of
suspected fraud will be investigated fully
and appropriate measures will be taken.
In some cases, this will involve a criminal
investigation, which may lead to prosecution.

practical steps that should be taken if fraud
is suspected.

GOVERNMENT MEASURES

In addition, on 20 April 2020, the
government announced a scheme to issue
convertible loans to innovative companies
facing financial difficulties due to the
COVID-19 pandemic (see News brief “The
future fund: help for innovative businesses
affected by COVID-19”, www.practicallaw.
com/w-025-6632).

The emphasis that law enforcement agencies
are placing on tackling COVID-19-related
fraud and the estimated huge scale of
the problem means that it is essential for
practitioners to understand the issues that
may arise for affected companies and the

Perhaps the most notable of the government’s
measures to counteract the economic damage
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS).
Under the CJRS, the government pays 80%
of the wages of furloughed employees, up to

Many other government schemes were
put into effect in order to mitigate the
financial consequences of the pandemic for
companies, including: the Kickstart Scheme
grant, tax deferrals, business rates relief, the
Self-Employment Income Support Scheme,

This article examines these issues from both
criminal and employment law perspectives,
and offers practical guidance for practitioners.
It also reviews the statutory directors’ duties
that are likely to be engaged and what a
company can do to protect its reputation.
Although outside of the scope of this article,
regulated entities may also need to notify the
relevant regulator.

a cap of £2,500 per month (see feature article
“The furlough factor: clarification, calculation
and consequences”, www.practicallaw.
com/w-027-1229). The government has
extended the CJRS until 30 April 2021.
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the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme, Coronavirus Bounce Back Loans,
the Coronavirus Large Business Interruption
Loan Scheme, the Covid Corporate Financing
Facility, and various local restrictions grants
and other grants (www.practicallaw.com/
w-025-1735).
According to the National Audit Office’s
23 October 2020 report, surveys showed
that between 7% and 34% of furloughed
employees had worked while furloughed
at the request of their employer (www.
nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/
Implementing-employment-support-schemesin-response-to-the-COVID-19-pandemic.pdf).
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) estimated
the level of fraud and error in claiming under
the CJRS to be between 5% to 10%, equating
to between £2 billion and £3.9 billion based
only on payments made by 20 September
2020. The first arrest of an individual on
suspicion of defrauding the CJRS occurred
in July 2020.
With the government estimated to spend
around £210 billion on measures to fight
COVID-19 and its impact on the economy, it is
clear that the cost of fraud will be high (www.
nao.org.uk/covid-19/cost-tracker/).
CRIMINAL LIABILITY
COVID-19-related fraud may give rise to
several criminal offences (see box “Potential
criminal offences”). In theory, any employee
may be liable for one or more of these
offences; however, those holding the most
senior roles within a business are likely to be
exposed to the greatest risk. In addition, it is
possible for a company, as a separate and
distinct legal entity, to be liable for a criminal
offence where the relevant conduct is carried
out by a person deemed to be the directing
mind and will of the company.
There are also some offences that can be
committed only by a corporation, including
failure to prevent the facilitation of tax evasion,
to which the only available defence is that
the organisation had reasonable procedures
in place to prevent the facilitation of tax
evasion (see feature article “Facilitation of
tax evasion: new offences of failure to prevent”,
www.practicallaw.com/w-010-4276). To date,
however, there have been no prosecutions
for this offence.
Although there are many ways in which
criminal offences may be committed during
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Potential criminal offences
An individual who is involved in fraud relating to the COVID-19 pandemic may commit
one or more of the following offences:
• Fraud by false representation (section 2, Fraud Act 2006).
• False accounting (section 17, Theft Act 1968).
• The common law offence of conspiracy to defraud.
• The common law offence of cheating the public revenue.
• Forgery (section 1, Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981).
• Money laundering (various offences under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002).

the COVID-19 pandemic, the most common
cases are likely to include:
• Claims under the CJRS for fictitious
employees or employees who continued
working during the period of claim.
• The use of furlough payments for
unauthorised purposes.
• Providing
false
information
or
documents concerning the financial
impact of COVID-19 on the profitability
of a company in support of applications
for loans or other forms of assistance.
As far as furlough fraud is concerned, there
is likely to be a disproportionate number
of cases in industries such as hospitality
and retail, as these companies have been
particularly badly hit by local and national
restrictions, and are likely to have furloughed
large numbers of staff.
Suspected fraud
There are several ways in which senior
management might discover that fraud
has taken place within the business; for
example, they may identify suspicious or
unusual activity through their own internal
systems, or an employee may raise concerns.
Alternatively, a company may have no idea
that fraud has taken place until it is contacted
by the authorities, most likely HMRC, or
police officers turn up unexpectedly at the
business premises to conduct a search and
make arrests.
In all cases, the most important steps for
senior management to take are to seek
immediate legal advice from in-house

counsel or external lawyers and to preserve
all evidence that may be relevant (see box
“Actions to take if fraud is suspected”). This
may later assist the company if, for example,
the evidence demonstrates that no offence
has taken place. Conversely, if the suspicions
are well-founded, the authorities will look
unfavourably on the deletion of potentially
relevant material and this may even
constitute a separate criminal offence of
perverting the course of justice. In addition,
those responsible for carrying out the fraud
might try to cover up their actions by deleting
incriminating material if it is not preserved.
In many cases, especially where concerns are
raised internally, a company may initially lack
sufficient information to be able to determine
whether the suspicions or allegations are
true. It may therefore be prudent to advise
senior management to conduct an internal
investigation before taking any further steps
(see feature article “Corporate investigations:
key issues for boards and in-house lawyers”,
www.practicallaw.com/0-619-0485).
While an internal investigation can be a useful
exercise and may help a company to present
itself as co-operative if law enforcement
agencies become involved, it is important
that the integrity of the process is maintained.
For example, the investigation should be led
by an individual who is sufficiently distanced
from the suspected fraud and any individuals
who may be responsible. Preferably, this
would be an independent external lawyer
rather than in-house counsel. A written scope
of investigation should be prepared that
records the purpose of the investigation and
the matters to be investigated. Clear records
should be kept of all steps taken, including
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notes of any interviews and the reasons for
deciding to speak to certain witnesses but
not others.
It is important to understand how legal
professional privilege applies to the work
product of an internal investigation; in
particular, notes or transcripts of witness
interviews (see feature article “Privilege
in investigations: the road ahead”, www.
practicallaw.com/w-017-0846). Legal
advice privilege is only capable of applying
to interviews with employees who are
authorised to seek and receive legal advice
on behalf of the company, which is usually a
small group of people. In the absence of legal
advice privilege, litigation privilege will apply
only if the dominant purpose of the interview
or investigation is the conduct of current or
reasonably contemplated litigation. This test
is rarely satisfied in the context of purely factfinding internal investigations.
It is particularly important to understand
the limits of privilege and to take all
available steps to ensure that it is protected
in case HMRC or another agency later
becomes involved and wishes to see a copy
of all material generated as part of the
investigation, as they will not be entitled to
see anything that is covered by privilege (see
feature article “Waiver of privilege: all is not
lost”, www.practicallaw.com/0-579-7885).
One of the key considerations for a company
in these circumstances will be whether to selfreport to law enforcement agencies. This is a
difficult decision and should be made only
once specialist legal advice has been obtained
(see feature article “Self-reporting bribery:
the ongoing dilemma”, www.practicallaw.
com/w-015-6714).
One of the main benefits of self-reporting
is that it may increase the likelihood of a
favourable outcome for the company in
circumstances where corporate liability
potentially arises. This is particularly so if
the self-report is accompanied, for example,
by senior management introducing measures
to reduce the chance of similar fraud
arising again in future and taking steps to
remove those responsible (see “Disciplinary
procedures” below). On the other hand, if
the self-report is made prematurely and
it later transpires that no fraud has taken
place, a lengthy criminal investigation with
potentially damaging consequences for
the company’s reputation will have been
triggered unnecessarily.

Actions to take if fraud is suspected
If senior management become aware that fraud may have taken place within the
business, they should:
• Immediately seek advice from in-house counsel or external lawyers.
• Ensure that all potentially relevant evidence is preserved.
• Consider carrying out an internal investigation. The scope of the investigation
should be specified in writing and records kept of all steps taken, including any
witness interviews.
• Take any appropriate steps to ensure that legal professional privilege will apply
to the records of any internal investigation.
• Consider self-reporting to the relevant law enforcement agencies.
• Ring-fence any funds over which there is suspicion to avoid the risk of inadvertently
committing a money laundering offence and consider seeking a Defence Against
Money Laundering from the National Crime Agency.
• Without unreasonable delay, carry out a fair disciplinary process in relation
to appropriate employees in accordance with the Acas Code of Practice on
Disciplinary and Grievance Procedures.
• Seek legal advice over the potential suspension or termination of employees.

Another important consideration for a
company is the risk of committing money
laundering offences, even after the fraud
has been detected. To take the example of
furlough fraud, if a fraudulent claim results
in HMRC making a payment to the company,
that money becomes criminal property. If
the company knows that the claim was
fraudulent, any subsequent use or transfer of
those funds will likely amount to an offence;
for example, a money laundering offence will
be committed if the money is transferred
between company accounts or used to pay
wages or other costs. However, an offence
will not be committed if, before dealing with
the criminal property, a Defence Against
Money Laundering (DAML) is obtained
from the National Crime Agency (NCA). It
is therefore essential that consideration is
given to seeking a DAML before dealing with
any property that may be criminal property.
Additional issues may arise for accountants,
whether in-house or external, who are
responsible for submitting claims to HMRC
under one or more of the COVID-19 support
schemes. If they work in the regulated sector,
as most accountants do, and they know or
suspect, or have reasonable grounds for

knowing or suspecting, that another person
within the company is engaged in money
laundering, they will commit a separate
money laundering offence if they fail to
disclose this information to their nominated
officer or the NCA.
If a company identifies one or more individual
employees or directors who are responsible
for carrying out the fraud, it is important
that any decisions concerning suspension
or termination are lawful and in accordance
with employment rights, and that they are
made only after receiving legal advice (see
“Suspension” below). Employees should be
encouraged to seek independent legal advice.
EMPLOYMENT LAW
Managers and directors involved in COVID19-related fraud are likely to be in breach of
their employment contract. They may be in
breach of both:
• Express terms of the contract, such as
the duty to promote and protect the
interests of the company, and the duty
not to do anything that would bring the
company into disrepute.
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• Implied terms of the contract, such as
the duty to exercise reasonable care and
skill.
These breaches may amount to gross
misconduct, allowing the company to
terminate employment without notice or
payment in lieu of notice.
Companies that discover or suspect
wrongdoing on the part of management,
directors or any employee should consider
carrying out an internal investigation in order
to establish whether there is a disciplinary
case to answer and, if so, instigate and follow
their internal disciplinary procedure before
making any final decisions (see “Disciplinary
procedures” below). Dismissal should not be
a knee-jerk reaction.
Unfair dismissal
Under the Employment Rights Act 1996
(ERA), if an employer fails to establish a fair
ground for dismissal, such as misconduct,
or to follow a fair procedure in dismissing an
employee, the employer will be exposed to
claims for unfair dismissal provided that the
employee has at least two years’ continuous
service. If successful in bringing an unfair
dismissal claim before an employment
tribunal, an individual could be awarded
compensation consisting of:
• A basic award, which is calculated by
reference to a statutory formula based
on age, length of service and weekly
pay, with weekly pay currently capped at
£538 (section 119, ERA).
• A compensatory award, which is based
on the actual loss suffered and what an
employment tribunal deems is fair in the
circumstances (sections 118 and 123, ERA).
The compensatory award is currently capped
at the lesser of £88,519 or a year’s salary.
However, this cap on compensation may be
removed if an employee is able to persuade
an employment tribunal that their dismissal
was tainted by discrimination because of a
protected characteristic, such as their age
or sex, or because they made allegations
of wrongdoing by the employer (see
“Whistleblowing” below).
Disciplinary procedures
Whether an employer has followed a fair
procedure in dismissing an employee
suspected of misconduct will, to a large
extent, depend on whether it has followed
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Acas code on disciplinary procedures
The Acas Code of Practice on Disciplinary and Grievance Procedures sets out the
minimum steps that an employer should take before deciding on disciplinary action
against an employee (www.acas.org.uk/acas-code-of-practice-for-disciplinary-andgrievance-procedures/html). In summary, it requires that the employer:
• Establishes the facts of the case by carrying out necessary investigations of
potential disciplinary matters without unreasonable delay.
• Notifies the employee in writing of the allegations and the evidence gathered by
the employer in its investigation.
• Gives the employee an opportunity to respond to the allegations in a disciplinary
hearing, at which they may be accompanied by a workplace colleague or trade
union representative.
• Decide on the appropriate action to take, such as giving the employee a written
warning or dismissing them.
• Provide employees with the right to appeal against the outcome of the disciplinary
process.
Employers should also consult the Acas guide on discipline and grievances at work
(https://archive.acas.org.uk/media/1043/Discipline-and-grievances-at-work-The-Acasguide/pdf/DG_Guide_Feb_2019.pdf).

its internal disciplinary procedure, if it has
one, and the statutory Acas Code of Practice
on Disciplinary and Grievance Procedures
(Acas code) (see box “Acas code on disciplinary
procedures”). An unreasonable failure to
comply with the Acas code may result in the
employee’s unfair dismissal compensation
award being increased by up to 25%.
If an employee is charged with, or convicted
of, a criminal offence, the Acas code states
that this is not normally a reason, of itself, for
disciplinary action. Before taking disciplinary
action, the employer must consider what
effect the charge or conviction has on the
particular employee’s suitability to do their
job and the employee’s relationship with their
employer, work colleagues and customers.
If an employee is being investigated for
fraud or a similar criminal offence, the
employer should consider whether this
calls into question the employee’s suitability
to continue in their role before taking any
action. If it does, the employer should
carry out an internal investigation into the
matter before deciding whether to instigate
formal disciplinary proceedings against the
employee. If the nature of the misconduct
requires prompt attention, as allegations of
fraud may, an employer does not need to wait

for the outcome of the criminal investigation,
which may take a long time, before taking fair
and reasonable action.
Suspension
It is common for employers to wish to suspend
employees while they conduct investigations
into allegations involving criminal offences.
However, suspension should not be an
automatic or knee-jerk reaction and employers
should be careful not to give the impression
that the outcome of any disciplinary process
is pre-judged. An employer should consider
carefully the rationale for suspension; for
example, because it is not possible to carry
out an investigation while the employee is at
work due to the fact that they may destroy or
tamper with evidence or seek to influence any
witnesses. It should also consider whether
there are any appropriate alternatives to
suspension, such as requiring the employee
to work from home or in another department.
Suspending an employee without reasonable
grounds may not only render unfair the
disciplinary process, and any resulting
decision to dismiss, it may also amount to
a breach of the term of mutual trust and
confidence between the employer and the
employee. This term is implied into every
employee’s employment contract and entitles
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them to resign and claim constructive unfair
dismissal if it is breached. The same principle
applies when considering whether to block
an employee’s access to emails and the
employer’s computer system while they
are suspended. Taking this action without
reasonable grounds could amount to a
breach of the term of trust and confidence,
particularly if there is no express wording
in the employee’s employment contract
allowing this.
If a decision is made to suspend an employee
pending a disciplinary investigation, this
would need to be on full pay and benefits,
unless the employee’s employment contract
expressly provides otherwise. The Acas code
requires any period of suspension to be as
short as possible and kept under review.
The employer should also make clear to the
employee that suspension is not a disciplinary
action. Acas has published non-statutory
online guidance on suspension, to which
employers should refer when considering
any suspension (https://archive.acas.org.uk/
suspension).
Employers should therefore:
• Consider carefully the rationale behind
any decision to suspend an employee.
• Check the wording of internal policies
and the employee’s employment
contract to ensure that they do not act
in breach of it.
• Keep under review any period of
suspension
and
maintain
open
communication with the employee to
ensure that the procedure they follow is
not rendered unfair.
Whistleblowing
The ERA protects workers who raise concerns
about certain types of wrongdoing by their
employers (see feature article “Whistleblowing
policies: reaping the rewards”, www.
practicallaw.com/w-008-4812). Regardless of
an employee’s length of service, their dismissal
will be automatically unfair if the principal
reason for it is because they have made a
protected disclosure. Similarly, workers are
also protected from being subjected to a
detriment, such as disciplinary action, as a
result of making a protected disclosure.
A protected disclosure is made when a worker
discloses information that, in their reasonable
belief, is in the public interest and tends to

Directors’ section 172 duty
Under section 172 of the Companies Act 2006, directors must act in the way that they
consider, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success of the company
for the benefit of its members as a whole. In doing so, directors should consider,
among other things:
• The likely consequences of any decision in the long term.
• The interests of employees.
• The need to foster business relationships with suppliers, customers and others.
• The impact of operations on the community and the environment.
• The desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of
business conduct.
• The need to act fairly as between members of the company.

show that one or more of six specified types
of malpractice or failure has occurred, is
occurring or is likely to occur (section 43B(1)
(a)-(f), ERA). A criminal offence or breach of
legal obligation are the most likely types of
malpractice in the case of COVID-19-related
fraud and the disclosure of these matters is
likely to satisfy the public interest test, as it
essentially amounts to the misuse of public
money.
In order to be protected, disclosures must
ordinarily be made to the employer (section
43C(1)(a), ERA). They may also be made to
a “prescribed person”, including HMRC,
the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority, if:
• The worker reasonably believes that
the matter falls within the remit of
the prescribed person in question; for
example, furlough fraud would fall
within HMRC’s remit.
• The
information
disclosed
and
any allegation contained in it are
substantially true (section 43F, ERA).
As businesses and individuals are being
encouraged to come forward and disclose
fraudulent or erroneous applications for
government support, practitioners should
be aware that any workers who take steps
to raise concerns about these matters are
likely to be protected under the ERA. In order
to avoid exposure to whistleblowing claims,
employers should ensure that they do not
react negatively towards these workers. If

a worker raises concerns about COVID-19related fraud to their employer, that employer
should, as a minimum, investigate the matter
and deal with the worker in accordance with
the employer’s whistleblowing policy, if there
is one.
DIRECTORS’ DUTIES
On discovering fraud, certain of the statutory
directors’ duties contained in sections 170 to
180 of the Companies Act 2006 (2006 Act)
are engaged. Chief among these is the duty
under section 172 of the 2006 Act to promote
the success of the company for the benefit of its
members (see box “Directors’ section 172 duty”).
This affects directors’ decision making in two
main ways. Firstly, directors need to take the
steps necessary to ensure that any exposure
to criminal liability on behalf of the company
is mitigated (see “Criminal liability” above).
Secondly, if there has been a fraud from
which an employee or a fellow director has
benefitted at the expense of the company,
which will be the case if the company incurs a
liability to repay money that has been obtained
fraudulently, the innocent directors need to
take steps to recover the benefit received by
that employee or director. In order to mount
a successful action for recovery it may be
necessary to seek freezing injunctions at the
conclusion of the investigation (see feature
article “Freezing orders in practice: going
nuclear”, www.practicallaw.com/w-020-2043).
Specialist advice should be taken at the outset
in order to ensure that a suitably independent
investigation is conducted and that steps are
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not taken that might make an application for
a freezing injunction less effective, such as
confronting the perpetrator before injunctive
relief can be sought thereby giving them an
opportunity to dissipate assets.
Other duties engaged in the event of fraud
by a fellow director are the duty to act within
their powers and the duty to avoid conflicts
(sections 171 and 175, 2006 Act). If a director
commits fraud on the company, both of these
duties will be breached. This not only gives
the company a cause of action against the
director but, as these are breaches of fiduciary
duties, the company will also be able to claim
proprietary remedies. This means that the
courts will treat the proceeds of fraud as
belonging to the company not to the director,
and will allow the proceeds to be followed
as they pass into the hands of third parties,
or traced into other assets that might have
been bought with the stolen proceeds of
the fraud (see feature article “International
asset recovery: enforcement strategies”, www.
practicallaw.com/6-557-2166).
Importantly, a proprietary claim will defeat
the claims of other creditors in an insolvency
and powerful interim remedies of disclosure
and injunctive relief can be obtained (see
feature articles “Intra-group reorganisations:
directors’ duties in times of stress”, www.
practicallaw.com/w-028-3705 and “Directors’
duties on insolvency: navigating the twilight
zone”, www.practicallaw.com/w-013-6147).
REPUTATION MANAGEMENT
In terms of reputation management, dealing
properly with any allegations and any
necessary investigation is a vital first step.
The public relations (PR) effort is much easier
if the narrative can be put forward that the
company has dealt with the issue promptly
and effectively. The biggest mistake in relation
to a fraud in these circumstances would
be to assume that, because the company
is not well-known or large, this will not be
newsworthy. The misuse of public funds in
the current pandemic, where the economy is
being significantly affected by the measures
to keep control of the disease, is generating
significant press interest (see News brief
“Corporate transparency: a new era of increasing
scrutiny”, www.practicallaw.com/w-026-5944).
It is sensible to consider the PR strategy at the
outset. It can then be implemented in a way
that allows the company to retain as much
control as possible of the narrative, both in
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terms of messaging and timing. The aim is
to be in a position where a company is being
proactive, rather than reactive, in relation to
a PR strategy.
LOOKING AHEAD
The extraordinary and unprecedented events
of the last 12 months have given rise to much
uncertainty about the future. However, it is
beyond doubt that government support
measures in some form will remain in place
for the foreseeable future and fraudsters
will continue to take advantage of the
vulnerabilities in these schemes, particularly

as the pinch of the economic downturn begins
to be felt. COVID-19-related fraud will take on
an increasingly prominent role in the crimefighting activities of HMRC and other law
enforcement agencies. Businesses across
all sectors of the UK economy, along with
their legal advisers, must be prepared to deal
with cases of fraud effectively and in a way
that causes the least harm to the continued
operation of the business.
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